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Abstract—A rule-based expert system for the integrated control and supervision of the dry-end sections of a paper machine
is proposed. This system is capable of recognizing all the normal
and abnormal changes in process operating conditions, including
acceleration of sections, threading of paper sheet, nip pressure activation, activation and deactivation of tension control loops, change
of parent roll, and sheet break. A core part of the system is the supervision of the sensorless tension control of the dry-end sections,
assuring its long-term stability.
Index Terms—Expert system, paper machine drive, sensorless
tension control, tension control.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N a previous paper [1], the authors presented a novel sensorless tension control based on section torque commands,
which is capable of properly estimating sheet tension even in the
presence of section load variations and/or small or null differential tension. This control algorithm was evaluated in a three-section dry-end subsystem of a lightweight coated (LWC) paper
machine.
This paper proposes an expert system that will improve
the robustness of the sensorless tension control and assure
its long-term stability (hours, days, weeks), making it more
suitable for actual implementation.
The proposed expert system for integrated control and supervision of dry-end sections of paper machines is capable of
recognizing the torque (current) and velocity profiles related to
normal and abnormal changes in process operating conditions,
and take actions according to the detected situation. Actions include messages to the operator of normal conditions, current
status of process related sequences, warning messages of abnormal or potentially dangerous ongoing conditions, and tension control of the paper sheet using the sensorless control algorithms proposed in [1].
The proposed system belongs to the class of rule-based expert
systems [2]–[5] and compares the acquired signals related to the
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different events with the corresponding master patterns, using a
predefined matching algorithm. Its event recognition capability
is tested using recorded signals of an LW paper machine.
II. PROCESS-RELATED TORQUE AND VELOCITY CHANGES
In order to develop the event recognition capability of the
expert system, the different process operations that produce
changes in the torque (current) of the sections need to be described, and their patterns acquired. The process disturbances
that will be considered in the expert system are the following:
1) speed up of dry-end sections;
2) threading of the paper sheet through dry-end sections;
3) pressure activation in the calender section;
4) draw auxiliary signals;
5) activation of tension control in the calender;
6) activation of tension control in the reel;
7) change of the parent roll in the reel (automatic activation/deactivation of tension control in the reel);
8) cycle of parent roll formation;
9) change of operating speed;
10) sheet break.
For the evaluation of the torque (current) and speed waveforms during these events, the LWC paper machine reported
in [1] is used. This is a 2500-feet-per-minute (FPM) or
762-meter-per-minute (MPM), 34-lb/3000-ft LWC paper machine. Its last three sections are shown in Fig. 1. Section motors
are rated at 242 kW (M4: dryer), 117 kW (M5: calender), and
98.5 kW (M6: reel), respectively. Section loads and tension
references are set according to TAPPI recommendations.
A. Acceleration of Dry-End Sections
During the starting up of the paper machine from a rest condition, each section is accelerated up to the operating (threading)
speed following an s-ramp reference. Fig. 2 shows the current
(torque) and speed plots during a 100-s ramp acceleration of the
fifth dryer section of the LWC paper machine shown in Fig. 1
[1]. A possible trigger for this event by the expert system could
be either the section- starting button, an increase in motor current (torque or torque command) or an increase in motor velocity.
B. Threading of Paper Sheet
Threading of the sheet on a modern paper machine generally
involves a process in which the sheet is gradually widened from
a leading tip to full width between the former and the press
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Dry-end arrangement of a high-speed LWC paper machine [1].

After the full width sheet is nipped between the reel drum and
spool, and depending on the process operating conditions, the
operators will keep the calender and reel section in speed control, or will activate the tension control loops. If process conditions are not stable enough, the operator will keep these sections
in speed control mode, and will manually adjust the draw references to control (indirectly) the sheet tension.
During the threading of the paper, and before the activation
of the tension control loops, there is no significant change in
the motor currents or motor speeds. This low tension widening
event could be recognized by the change of state of the sheet
break detectors. It is important for the expert system to recognize this event because after it, patterns of events 3, 4, or 5 are
expected.
C. Calender Pressure Activation

Fig. 2. Speed and current waveforms during the acceleration of the dryer
section; (a) Dryer speed waveform. (b) Dryer current waveform.

group while the machine is operating at production speed. This
threading/widening process will be completed automatically in
the time required for the sheet to pass through the entire machine
from the forming section to the reel. Consequently the widening
process takes place in a few seconds in each individual draw
span as it progresses through the machine.

After the sheet is threaded full width through the calender
into the reel, the operating nip pressure is applied to the calender rolls. The pressure control activation produces a noticeable change in the torque (current) of the calender drive, increasing it to the normal running load (NRL) value (sheet tension components almost cancel).
Fig. 3 shows the current (torque) and speed in the calender
drive of the LWC paper machine during the activation of the
pressure. In these plots, a 2-s ramp pressure increase has been
assumed. A trigger signal for this event could be taken from
the pressure activation pushbutton in the operator console, or
from the increase in the motor current. If pressure activation is
initiated by the process control system, the same control signal
itself can be used as the trigger.
D. Draw Auxiliary Signals
In the dry-end of a LWC paper machine, there are usually
draw-adjust signals in the calender and reel drives. These signals
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Fig. 3. Speed and current waveforms in the calender section during nip
pressure activation. (a) Calender speed waveform. (b) Calender current
waveform.

Fig. 5. Current waveforms in the calender and reel sections during activation
of tension control in the reel. (a) Calender current waveform. (b) Reel current
waveform.

Fig. 4. Current waveforms in fifth dryer and calender sections during
activation of tension control in the calender. (a) Dryer current waveform. (b)
Calender current waveform.

Fig. 6. Current waveforms in the calender and reel sections during the change
of a parent roll. (a) Calender current waveform. (b) Reel current waveform.
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Fig. 7. Current and velocity waveforms in dry-end sections during a 5% ramp increase. (a) Dryer current waveform. (b) Dryer speed waveform. (c) Calender
current waveform. (d) Calender speed waveform. (e) Reel current waveform. (f) Reel speed waveform.

are used by the operator as an indirect sheet tension control,
before the activation of the tension control loops. Each time the
operator presses the draw pushbuttons in the operator console,
it produces a speed increase (or decrement) in the section speed
in steps of 0.01%–0.02%. If the speed is increased and the sheet
is running without slack, an increase in the corresponding motor
current is also expected.
The reasonable trigger signal of this of event is the change in
the draw pushbutton output.
E. Activation/Deactivation of Tension Control in the Calender
Tension control in the calender is usually activated by the
operator at the time that the paper machine has been stabilized
at the operating speed and the sheet starts to wind on the reel.
When the tension control is activated, an increase in the torque

(current) of the calender and a decrease in the torque (current)
of the last dryer section should be expected.
The current in the calender prior to tension control activation
depends (for a given paper grade) mainly on the value set in
the draw signal. Operators may increase the draw value when
they detect a slack, or bagging, sheet incoming to the calender
rolls, which could produce sheet wrinkling, or a break due to a
“calender cut.”
The initial set point for the tension control loops in the calender can then be changed by the operators, based on experience
for a given grade of paper. It is possible to know (compute) the
expected current in the calender as a function of the tension setting.
Thus, using the draw and tension reference information, the
expert system can estimate the initial and final current (torque)
values expected during the tension activation event.
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Fig. 8. Dryer and calender current data during temporary deactivation of
tension control in the calender. (a) Dryer current data. (b) Calender current data.

Fig. 9. Calender and reel current data during a change of the parent roll. (a)
Calender current data. (b) Reel current data.

When a sheet break occurs, the drive is switched back to
speed control, but during the transient the speed increases, in an
attempt to maintain the tension setting, and eventually reaches
the speed limit.
Fig. 4 shows the currents in the fifth dryer and calender drives
during the activation of the sensorless tension control loops in
the calender. The trigger signal for this event could be the tension activation pushbutton.

same decrement of current Ia5. Current Ia5 reaches about 200
A, which is nearly the same initial value as before the calender
tension control activation.

F. Activation of Tension Control in the Reel
After completion of the threading process, as the sheet starts
winding in the reel, tension control in the reel is usually activated
automatically. The main purpose of this tension control is to assure that the sheet is being wound under a reasonable tension,
resulting in a compact, well structured parent roll. Conventionally, this tension control is an indirect tension control, operating
the reel drive in torque (current) control, with a speed limit.
During the activation of the reel tension control, the torque
(current) in the reel increases and the torque (current) in the calender decreases due to the tension component which starts to
pull the sheet out of the calender. As the tension settings of both
tension loops are similar, the incoming and outgoing sheet tension components in the calender drive almost cancel; therefore,
the torque (current) goes back to the initial value before the activation of the tension loop in the calender (nearly zero differential tension).
Fig. 5 shows the currents in the calender drive (Ia5) and in
the reel drive (Ia6) after the activation of the reel sensorless tension loop. Current Ia6 increases about 60 A, which is almost the

G. Change of Parent Roll in Reel
After reaching the specified diameter, the parent roll is
changed. This is done with the machine running at the operating speed, and the paper sheet is automatically cut and
transferred to the incoming empty spool with an air blast and
water spray. During the transfer process, which takes about 10
s, the tension control in the reel is automatically deactivated,
and then switched back to its operating setting. A rapid decrease
and recovery of the torque (current) in the reel drive occurs. In
the calender section, a similar change evolves in an opposite
sense, as expected.
Fig. 6 shows this event in the LWC paper machine of [1]. Both
current waveforms show the rapid changes expected. The trigger
for this event could be the process control signal that activates
the roll transfer, or a threshold signal for changes in the currents.
H. Cycle of Parent Roll Formation
Typically, this cycle lasts between 30–60 min, depending on
the final parent roll diameter, machine speed, and sheet caliper.
The beginning and ending of the cycle is defined by the change
of parent rolls in the reel. The monitoring of these cycles allows the system to relate the sheet breaks in each parent roll,
and to verify the torque (current) profile of the reel drive while
the parent roll diameter is increasing. It is also used for the
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Fig. 10. Current and speed data during a 10-MPM operating speed increase. (a) Dryer current data. (b) Dryer speed data. (c) Calender current data. (d) Calender
speed data. (e) Reel current data. (f) Reel speed data.

sensorless tension control supervision block to check any abnormal evolution of the dry-end current, to detect if a mechanical problem is developing.

has the highest inertia [1]. This is explained because the dryer
section tends to respond more slowly to the reference changes,
and the calender section then assists the dryer through the sheet
tension, increasing its own load.

I. Change of Operating Speed
Under normal, steady-state operating conditions, paper machines run at constant speed. The operating speed could require
adjustment during disturbances in the fiber preparation area that
influence freeness or consistency, or during an on-line change
of production (change to a different paper grade, which is produced at a different machine velocity). The changes of the operating speed are done in steps of 5–10 MPM, using slow ramps
(100 s).
Fig. 7 shows the velocities and currents in the dry-end sections during a 5% ramp increase. The current in the calender
section shows the largest increase, although the dryer section

J. Sheet Break
When a paper break occurs, the tension-controlled drives will
no longer have a balanced torque load in each section and acceleration will occur. With a short delay, the sheet break detectors
signal that a break has occurred and switch the drives back to
speed control.
In the dryer section, when the sheet break reaches the controlled span, the outgoing sheet tension suddenly disappears;
therefore, the current increases. Simultaneously, the speed will
show a fast decrease followed by a recovery up to the operating
speed.
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Fig. 11. Current and speed data during a sheet break. (a) Dryer current data. (b) Dryer speed data. (c) Calender current data. (d) Calender speed data. (e) Reel
current data. (f) Reel speed data.

In the calender section the sequence is more complex. First,
the sheet tension in the dryer-calender span disappears; current
starts to decrease, and speed increases. Shortly thereafter, the
sheet break detector signal switches the calender drive to speed
control. Then, the break reaches the calender-reel span, the outgoing sheet tension in the calender vanishes, and the current increases up to the NRL value without tension components.
III. EVENTS RECORDS
In order to use actual waveforms to evaluate the event recognition algorithm design, currents and speeds were recorded
during some of the events described in Section II. The paper
machine used was a 1050-MPM LW paper machine which
produces paper grades for newspapers and phone books. It was
equipped with fully digital dc drives. The recorded waveforms

include the fifth dryer (M20: 173 KW), the calender (M24:
475 KW), and the reel (M27: 155 KW). DC armature current
records are taken from the current feedback transducers, and
sample average velocities were computed from the digital
encoders attached to each motor.
A. Deactivation/Activation of Tension Control in Calender
Tension control in the calender is usually activated by the
operator at the time that the paper machine has been stabilized
at the operating speed and the sheet starts to wind on the reel.
When the tension control is activated, an increase in the torque
(current) of the calender and a decrease in the torque (current)
of the last dryer section should be expected.
Fig. 8 shows the currents in the 5th dryer (M20) and the
calender (M24) drives of the LW paper machine during a
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Fig. 12.

Functional blocks of the expert system developed.

Fig. 13.

Event recognition sub-blocks.

temporarily deactivation of the tension control in the calender.
When the control is deactivated, the current in the fifth dryer increases, and the current in the calender decreases. As expected,
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both shapes are similar, but in the opposite sense (a mirror
effect of sheet tension acting on the upstream and downstream
sections).
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B. Change of Parent Roll in Reel
As explained earlier, the transfer of the sheet takes just a few
seconds and a rapid decrease and recovery of the torque (current) in the reel drive occurs. In the calender section, a similar
evolution is expected, but in the opposite sense.
Fig. 9 shows the currents in the calender (M24) and reel
(M27) during the transfer to a new parent roll in the LW paper
machine reel. The transient takes about 15 s and the current
in the reel falls about 60 A. A similar increase is shown in the
current of the calender.
Fig. 14.

Event recognition criteria.

C. Change of Operating Speed
Fig. 10 shows the current and velocity waveforms of the fifth
dryer (M20), calender (M24), and reel (M27) of the LW paper
machine during a 100-s 10-MPM ramp rise of the operating
speed. It can be seen that there are no significant changes in
the currents of calender and reel drives during the ramp up, but
the average current in the fifth dryer shows an increase of about
10 A. This is consistent with the high inertia of this section, and
shows that the drives accelerate at the same rate, without torque
(tension) changes transferred through the sheet.
D. Sheet Break
During normal operating conditions, the paper machine is
running at steady speed with calender and reel sections in tension control. When a sheet break occurs, it produces fast and
large changes in the torque (current) of the last dryer section,
calender, and reel. The section speeds will also show transient
variations related to these changes.
Fig. 11 shows the current and speed waveforms in the fifth
dryer (M20), calender (M24), and reel (M27) during a paper
sheet break. As expected, plots show large transient changes
in all currents, which produce corresponding changes in the
speeds.
IV. EXPERT SYSTEM DEVELOPED
A. System Concept
The basic functional blocks of the expert system developed
are shown in Fig. 12. They are the “Data & Signal Acquisition”
block, the “Event Recognition” block, and the “Sensorless Tension Control Supervision” block.
The Data & Signal Acquisition Block receives all the signals
coming from the paper machine. In this example, it is monitoring the last three sections of the paper machine and signals
come from the drives (speed, current, status), the operator consoles existing in the dry end (draw, pressure and tension setting,
and pushbuttons), and eventually, from some field signals (sheet
break detectors, etc.). The signals are isolated, converted and
stored in vectors to be used for the Event Recognition and Sensorless Tension Control Supervision blocks.
The “Pattern Data Base” stores all the master event profiles
that are used for the Event Recognition block, and other profiles recorded for the operators for statistical or maintenance
use. During the commissioning of the system a profile acquisition option is used to save all the recorded pattern events. These
patterns can then be used to generate the master event profiles.

The Event Recognition block is a core part of the system. It
has the expert ability to recognize any of the ten events described
in Section II. This is done by using a predefined matching algorithm, which compares the acquired signal with the corresponding master pattern. Depending on the result of this comparison and the event, appropriate messages and plots are sent
to the operator.
The Sensorless Tension Control Supervision block is another
core part of the system. According to the sequence of events,
this block monitors the actual status of the dry-end sections,
checks (in conjunction with the Event Recognition block) the
drive signals during the implementation of sensorless tension
control, and tracks the relevant signals of the sensorless control
algorithms to assure its long-term stability. This supervision is
reported on-line to the operator in a screen display.
B. Event Recognition Block
A basic task of the proposed expert system is event recognition. All the events described in Section II are included in
this block. Depending of the number of sections included in the
system, the same type of event could be programmed several
times. For instance, a Section Acceleration Event should be included for each section.
This block is structured in parallel paths, according to the
number of events programmed. Each event has its own Event
Recognition sub-block and works with specific sub-blocks of
the Data & Signal Acquisition block and Master Data Base.
Fig. 13 shows this structure for a 14-event system.
The basic event recognition criterion uses a master event profile and recognition boundaries (see Fig. 14). To generate these
curves the system offers two options. One option is to record
several events, and then define the master profile as the average
of the recorded waveforms, and define the recognition boundaries as the upper and lower envelopes of the recorded waveforms. The other option is that the operator, using the recorded
signals, draws linear segments to act as the master profile and
recognition boundaries.
Each event recognition sub-block is activated by the related
signal trigger, as described in Section II. The Data & Signal
Acquisition sub-block saves and sends data vectors which contain the drive signals related to the event. These waveforms are
compared to the master and boundary profiles and the system
computes the percentage of values of the newly acquired event
record that lie inside the boundaries. If this percentage is over
the value set by the operator, an acknowledge message is sent to
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Sensorless tension control supervision screen.

the operator. If not, a warning message is sent. The system also
has the option of displaying the waveforms of the recognition
matching process. This situation is depicted in Fig. 13.
The system makes its decisions using the if–then rule
property commonly found in rule-based expert systems. If the
acquired curve matches the percentage of recognition set by
the operator, then some specific messages are displayed and/or
some specific actions are taken.
In the application of the Event Recognition block, the operator has to define the recognition boundaries, and the limit
value for the percentage of recognition. There is no advantage
in selecting a recognition zone that is too narrow and/or an excessively high percentage of recognition. The master profiles
of each event are quite different from the master profiles of the
other events, and from any other process change that could show
up, so there is no risk of making a wrong event recognition. In
addition, it should be noticed that each event recognition is activated by a unique trigger signal, which clearly identify the event
under evaluation.
The appropriate selection of the block parameters is based
on experience, so a large number of event records should be
acquired. At the beginning 20% recognition boundaries can
be used.
C. Sensorless Tension Control Supervision
In [1] the authors presented a sensorless tension control for
dry-end sections of a paper machine, which is capable of estimating and controlling the sheet tension in the upstream draws
of the calender and reel sections. The tension estimation algorithm uses torque commands (or torque component of currents)
of the drives and is robust to load changes and reduced, or null,
differential tension in central sections. Evaluation was made in
the same paper machine used in Section II, and shown in Fig. 1.
The objective of the Sensorless Tension Control Supervision
block of the proposed expert system is to help and assure the

long-term stability of the sensorless tension control presented
in [1]. This is done by monitoring the dry-end sections and:
1) using the event recognition ability of the system to keep
track of the status in the dry-end sections;
2) refreshing the initial data used by the sensorless algorithms;
3) detecting any abnormal situation by cross-checking the
computed values and comparing them with the historical
records.
The main tasks included in this supervision are as follows.
a) Each time the paper sheet is threaded through the dry-end
sections (after a sheet break or maintenance shutdown),
the system records the section load currents, which are
used to decouple the load torques from the sheet tension components. Values are also compared to historical
records for each paper grade.
b) After each sensorless tension control loop is activated,
recorded waveforms are processed by the Recognition
block. Initial and final values are compared with the expected ones, according to the draw and tension settings.
c) While the sensorless tension control loops are active, the
expert system cross checks the estimated sheet tension at
both ends of each span. If values do not match, system
gives a warning message.
d) While the paper machine runs at normal operating conditions with the calender and reel sections in sensorless
tension control, the system monitors the section torques
(currents), searching for any unexpected variation. Monitoring is reinitialized in every parent roll change and each
torque (current) profile is compared with the master profile. If any of the waveforms depart significantly from the
master profile, a warning message is given.
All the relevant values and messages of the Sensorless Tension Control Supervision block are reported in the system monitors. Fig. 15 shows a proposed arrangement for the monitor.
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Fig. 16. Event recognition during a parent roll transfer. (a) Calender current
waveform (solid lines) and designated recognition boundaries (dashed lines).
(b) Reel current waveform (solid lines) and designated recognition boundaries
(dashed lines).

Fig. 17. Event recognition during an operating speed change. (a) Dryer speed
waveform (solid lines) and designated recognition boundaries (dashed lines).
(b) Dryer current waveform (solid lines) and designated recognition boundaries
(dashed lines).

V. EVENT RECOGNITION EVALUATION
Using the data recorded from the paper machine described in
Section III, it is possible to implement and evaluate a basic event
recognition algorithm. The option selected for the master profile
boundaries is the linear segment approximation. Two events are
evaluated: a parent roll transfer, and an operating speed change.
Fig. 16 shows the calender and reel current waveforms during
the parent roll event and, in dashed lines, the designated recognition boundaries. For these boundaries, the percentage of recognition is 95.5% for the calender current and 93.2% for the reel
current.
Fig. 17 shows the event recognition plots of a change in the
operating speed. Fig. 17(a) shows the ramp speed increase of the
dryer section, and Fig. 17(b) shows the related armature current.
VI. CONCLUSION
A rule-based expert system for the supervision and control of
the dry-end sections of paper machines has been presented. This
system has two major features: event recognition capability in
the dry-end sections, and supervision of the sensorless tension
control. The event recognition property is a valuable help for the
operator as well as for the maintenance and supervision staff. The
supervision of the sensorless tension control loops in the dry-end
sections, assure the long-term stability of the estimation algorithms. It also enables early detection of mechanical problems as
they begin to produce an abnormal load in any section.
As presented, this expert system does not have learning capability during normal operation. It is possible to improve its

diagnosis capability by adding a neural learning block, which
should permit dynamic updating of the master profiles, as well
enabling the system to change operating routines or production
programs.
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